
GENERAL SALES CONDITIONS

PRICES:
Transport, installation and VAT excluded.

DELIVERY OF GOODS:
Ex work our factory in Savignano s/Rubicone (FC) - ITALY as Incoterms 2000.

WARRANTY:
The warranty covers a period of 12 (twelve) months from the invoice date or 13 (thirteen) months
from shipment date and in any case not over 2000 working hours and ends  when one of the three
limits is reached.
The warranty refers to defects in materials or machining, excluding materials subject to normal
wear and tear (i.e. tools, piece clamping suction cups, etc..). Where the warranty applies, Cobalm
will  make for  free the replacement of  defective parts ex manufacturers factory.  If  it  should be
necessary for a Cobalm technician, the travel, board and lodging will be at purchasers expense.
The replaced parts belong to Cobalm to work on the replacement at the purchaser's premises and
they have to be returned within 10 days from receipt of the new parts, otherwise the warranty won't
be valid. The replacement of defective parts won't extend the warranty.

EXCLUSION FROM WARRANTY:
The warranty won't be valid if:
- the machine hasn't been used in a correct way.
- the machine hasn't been installed in a suitable place.
- appropriate maintenance has been done (programmed or extraordinary).
- defects arise in parts because of wrong supplies (for example contaminated compressed air or 
water, over voltages owing to weather). 
- defects arise because there has been change, tampering or repairs without Cobalm written 
authorization.
- the purchaser has not made a payment by its due date.
- there has been an event of force majore not attributable to Cobalm (vandal actions, earthquakes, 
wars, etc.).

SPECIAL SERVICES:
In case the purchaser requires a translator for his technicians during the CN and Software course
at Cobalm or at his own premises, all the expenses and charges for this service will be charged to
the purchaser himself.

VARIATIONS AND CHANGES:
Cobalm reserves  the  right  to  make  any  change  or  improvement  to  its  products,  without  any
communication.

PACKING:
If requested, at the price quoted by Cobalm. 

LAW  JURISDICTION
Any controversy arising from or related to this contract will be governed by Italian law and the court
of Rimini will have giurisdiction over it.
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